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BALA BATA CHILD TEACHER AWARD PRESENTATION

Smt. Pullagura Deenamma was

born with complete deformith some

hundred and twenty years ago and

endured several kinds of difficulties.

Yet she studied lower grade teacher

training, established an own

mangement school Jaladi village in

Guntur District for Dalit Boys and

Girls and strove to the  development

of education.  As    recognition of

Smt Pullagura Deenamma's servies

Best Balabata Teachers' Award

presentation ceremony will be

celebrated district wise. Children

who were born in Dalit families and

who resisted the insult and injustice

meted out to their race established

Balabatas in their villages and are

striving hard to the spread of

education among their race.  Their

effort is really praise worthy. As a

recognition of their effort and

applauding their perseverance,

CARDS organisation is felicitating

them with BALABATA BEST

CHILD TEACHER AWARD for

the year 2014 - 2015. This

felicitation is the first step for their

progress and our aspiration is that

they should settle well in life and

putn in endless service for the

development of their race in all the

fields incuding education.  As a sign

of our desire and felicitation the best

child Teacher Award (CARDS

SILVER MEDAL) is being

presented to them.

Sahabhash  !!.. !!.. !!.. !!.. !!.. Bravo .....

Dalit child ..Sahabhash....Bravo. !! !! !! !! !!

     CARDS Organisation Director Dr. P.Frank Viswanath is

congratulating D.O.'s, A.C.O.'s, R.C.O.'s,  D.C.O's, D.D's for

gaining best results i.e 19,092 seats for Balabata students

through common entrance test into the Residential Schools in

Andura and Telangana states during 2014 - 2015 academic year.

The training camps for D.O's were conducted state wide

on july 11th, 12th, and 13th, 2015.  In Telangana, the training

camps were conducted in Laksettipet, Jagityal, Warangal,

Nalgonda and Jadcherla.  in Andhra Pradesh, at Phirangipuram

and Deenamma and Deenapur, Drum beating training was given

to 50 D.O's as part of skill development programme for D.O's.

60 D.O's were given training in Morris-dance. 40 D.O's were

given training in timbrel and another 50 were given training in

songs and body theatre.  for  those who exhibited talent and who

stood 1st, 2nd  3rd, citation and medals were presented.  It was

decided to conduct leadership training camp for A.C.O.'s R.C.O's,

and D.C.O's in 2015-2016.

Results of Residential Schools - Area wise

1) Telangana I    -     8472.

   (Kjammam, Warangal, Adilabad, Nizamabad)

2) Telangana II -     6626.

  (Nalgonda, Mahaboobnagar, Rangareddy, Medak)

3) Rayalaseema    I -       532.

   (Cadapa, Kurnool, Ananthapur)

4)  Rayalaseema         II       668.

     (Prakasam, Nellore)

5) Coastal Area -     2039.

    (Krishna, West Godavari, East Godavari,

       Visakhapatnam, Vijayanagaram, Srikakulam)

6)  Guntur -      755.

        Total - 19,092. 19,092. 19,092. 19,092. 19,092.

Smt. Pullagura Deenamma

    Born on  17-12-188117-12-188117-12-188117-12-188117-12-1881

    Died on   08-12-1946   08-12-1946   08-12-1946   08-12-1946   08-12-1946
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to do their duties properly.  In these

three days training camp DO's were

given training in morri-dance, Drum

beating and stick fight.  we

underwent drill in the morning.

I expect  to win more number of

seats as my share in 2016.  This

year we have gained 193 seats.

K. BAbu, RCO.

 Nagulavancha,

          Khammam (Dist)

To,

Respected Director, CARDS

organisation,

Subject:- About Balabata progress.

During these three days

programme D.D's trained RCO's,

ACO's and DO's sports and songs.

They made us know so many

matters including how to teach

students and we were trained in

morris-dance, dances and Drum

beating.  D.D's advised all the

RCO's, ACO's and DO's to work

properly from the beginning without

wasting time to get the admission

into Residential schools for Balabata

children.  If the Dalit villages have

to gain progress, every student

must advance in education.

Hence, our CARDS organisation

is cobducting Balabatas and

striving hard for the development

of education among dalits.  Our

organisation is educating dalits by

saying that until dalits achieve

political power they should

progress economically and

politically.  Now only 20% upper

caste people have political power

in their hands.  So, under the

ledership of Dr. P.Ranjan Babu,

Dalit youth and students must

study well and fulfy the aims and

aspirations of CARDS

organisation.  This is our desire.

I strongly believe that our dalits

will never forget the service of our

CARDS organisation.  I

respectully greet Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu Sir and say that I strive hard

this year also to lead our

Balabatas into the progressive

path and fulfil our aims.

J.Satya Kumar (RCO)

Observations and feelings of Regional Co-ordinators (R.C.O)

 In this training camp D.D's detailed

us the programed we have to take

up in 2016.  The new D.O's were

made known their duties, and were

trained in sports and songs which

they  have to train the children in

Balabata.  More over,  D.D's made

the D.O's and R.C.O's understand

how to become educated

themselves and serve the children

belonging to their own race.  They

also made us know about the

applications for Residential

Schools in 2015, about the list of

ACO's and RCO's and find out

whether we have got seats in

Residential, Kasthuribha School,

Model school or not.  If we have

failed in achieving our goal and if

we try to avoid the mistakes we

have done this year and go on

working with a plan, we can

certainly reach on goal in 2016.

DD's also told us that we shcould

go ahead with a plan to gain more

than 15000 seats in Residential

schools.  The new D.O's were told

To,

Respected Director, CARDS

organisation, from, Y.Sukumar,

RCO.

I am very happy to work in

the CARDS organisation. on 11, 12,

13 July, I attended the organisation's

function.  As I liked the povidence

of the orgamisation.  I am putting in

my share of effort.  I want to

express my thanks and gratitude for

selecting me as the best RCO for

the year 2015.  I inform you that I

will always extend my part of

co-operation for our CARDS

organisation.

          Y. Sukumar, RCO.

      Tarlupadu, Prakasam (Dist).

To,

Dr. P.Ranjan Babu Director,

CARDS. Namaste,

Sir, I, K.Babu, am

working as RCO in Khammam.  I

express my happiness for attending

training camp for new D.O's as part

of Balabata commitment

celebrations on July 11, 12, 13.



Respected Director, Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu.  CARDS.

Sir,

Namaste, I am visiting the Balabata

eucation  centres in

Santhamangulur region jurisdiction

and extending advice and

directions to DO's.  I am also

giving training in songs, Oath, drill

and Balabata education system.

Under the leadership of  our D.D.

Hrudaya Raju we are conducting

monthly meetings.  I assure you

that for the progress of Balabatas

we will all strive unitedly.

T. Georji, RCO.

       Santhamagaluru.

Respected Director,

Dr. P.Ranjan Babu.  CARDS

Organisation.

Sir,

     Subject:-About  Balabata

Programme.

I have participated  in Balabata

programm for the last three days.

All the providence, discipline and

index of the organisation attracted

me greatly.  I liked the way how
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children of 4,5,8 Classes are joined

Residential, Navodaya, Model

schools.  As I am new to the work

of the organisation, I assere you that

I shall join more number of students

in Residential School  from next

year on wards.  I receive all the

advice and directions from ACO's

and DCO's.  I shall attend all the

meetings without fail.  I work

accordings to the aims of Dr.

P.Ranjan Babu, Director, CARDS.

I send the list of children to the

office every year.  I have brought

two DO's.  Along with other DO's,

these DO's also will be given good

training.  Education with sports and

songs, greenness and Cleanress,

self-help life style.  CARDS is a

great organisation.  The training

given here is the base for the

progress of every child.  Every one

participated with enthusiasm in the

different cultural programmes.

Suggestions for Balabata Progress.

1) Giving opportunity for every

Balabata organisor to speek on

various programmes.

 2) Giving advice and suggestion

 from the people of lowest level.

    K. Sai Kumar, R.C.O.

Respected Dr. P.Ranjan Babu.

Director, CARDS.

Sir,

     I am the three days training

camp on july 11,l2,13, we are told

that DO's should see that the

students in their villages will be

disciplined.  The students should

be taught along with sports and

songs. If every students is joined

Residential school through

Balabata in 4th class and if they

were given free education until

degree course, unemployment

problem will be solved.  There are

the things we were taught in the

training.  If RCO's and ACO's

work efficiently taking D.D's as

models we can certainly gain good

results by 2016, In the same way,

as the Director Frank Viswanath

is conducting staff meeting in

CARDS office on one friday for

ACO's and RCO's it helps a lot

to enhance their responsibility.

July 13th is the birthday of our

great organisor Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu.  I feel proud to work in the

organisation of a great leader.  I

humbly inform you that I shall take

forward the ideal of our CARDS

Balabata.

         K. Elisha, RCO.

        Atmakur, Warangal (Dist)

Respected Director, CARDS, with

regards. Sir,

Training classes were conducted at

Deenapur on July 11, 12, 13.  In these

training classes I have learnt so many

things.  Sri. Amarnadh told us that

we should be reconciled with every

one, develop acquaintances with

everybody, meet the people

representations, arrange meetings for

students in Residential Schools, know

about loans in MDO's jurisdiction. If

we make these things known to

Balabata parents and youth, we can

gain good recognition in villages

HrudayaRaju Sir told us that D.D's

will visit every village every month.

He also told us to observe time

essentially.  He explained the 4 points

of Balabata to the DO's from DO's

to D.D's, all should work unitedly.

These were the things we have know

from Sri Hrudaya Raj, Babu Rao Sir

told us about paper cutting, for every

act of Balabata the meeting place

must be good and photos must be

gathered for every work.  We should

know how to invite elders.  Balabata

meetings should be conducted

acording to a plan.  Dr.SwarnaLatha

Devi gave a good speech relating

Balabata with the Bible.  Sanni Sir

divided us into three groups and

asked us to speak.

        Y. Ellaswami, R.C.O.

 Mahaboobnagar.
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 Opinions of  D.C.O's

Respected Director, CARDS.

     In the training camp conducted on

11-07-2015 at Phirangipuram,

Deenapur, DD's Gave some advice

to RCO's, ACO's and DO's.  We

are asked to give our suggestions for

the development of Balabata.  My

suggestion as an RCO.

1) DO is the first foundation stone.

2) DO should be given complete

training about the development of dalit

race and the importance of Balabata.

3) In all the villages there will be many

dalit children and their parents.  They

must be informed about all the

schemes of the government.  If we

gain the cooperation of the parents

we can take forward Balabata in a

better way.  We can develop

Balabata if every DO, RCO, and

ACO work together.  Then only we

can mould dalit children as future

citizen of our country.  We can get

real happiness only when my

cooperation is extended to the dalit

children.

    N. Chandraiah, DCO.

     Kareem nager.

Respected Director Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu CARDS.

Sir,

     I attended the programme

conducted on July 11,12,13 at

Deenapur, I have learnt that DO's

should be encouraged in Balabata

and they should be selected for the

fifty Residential schools in the

District.  We should never forget

our race.  Good courses should

be made available for dalits

through CARDS.  My hopee is to

join more number of dalit students

in Residential school by 2015-

2016.  I also want to establish

Balabata in mandals and tandas

where there are no Balabatas and

learn the problems of those areas.

My desire is to make everyp dalit

child know about Balabata

education system.  I distributed

sarees and fruits to poor old

people in chenchu gudems.  When

I go to those villages I extened my

share of help to the dalit students

and old people.

      D. China Rangaiah. DCO.

   Giddaluru  (Mandal),

         Prakasam (Dist)

Respected Dr. P.Ranjan Babu.

Director,  CARDS. with

respectful regards.

Sir,

    On July 11,12,13, RCO's

ACO's and DCO's meeting on

was held at Phirangipuram,

Deenapur College.  During

2015-2016 RCO's should learn

new methods, maintain time,

every one should possess

Ambedkar's idealogy and  Dr.

P. Ranjan Babu's thoughts. The

responsibilities of RCO's and

ACO's is to see that Balabatas

are  conducted in all areas,

appointing new ACO's

selecting the DO's who work

efficiently.             Informing the

government officers about

Balabata and to see that more

number of    students get

admission into        Residential

Schools in my duty and

responsibility as RCO.

 G. Subba Rao, RCO.

         Muppala, Guntur (Dist)

Respected Dr. P.Ranjan Babu.

By atteding this

training programme I have

learnt so many things which I

did not know.  Sri

Hrudayaraju, Baburao,

Amarnath gave us a     detailed

account of  taking forward the

movement of balabata.  They

have Cleared all our doubts.

From them I have learnt how

to take Balabata     forward.  I

have learnt the 10 points of

Balabata as told by

Hrudayaraju Sir.  Baburao Sir

told us that the goal of

keeping a dalit in the highest

position is the motto of

Balabata.  I have also learnt

that if we join some children

in the Residential Schools,

their families will be

benefited.

     J. Johnson, RCO.

      Nandyala,

        Kurnool (Dist).
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My heartful greetings to
Respectd Dr. P.Ranjan Babu
Director, CARDS.
Sir,
     My experiences in the
meeting held.
1) I was very much impressed
in the two days' meeting.
2) I understand those things told
by you and try to put them in
practice.
3) As was told by our madam I
shall attend all the meetings.
4) Hrudayaraju Sir gave a good
message.
5) I understood that if all attend
the meeting it will be conducted
on a grand scale.
6) We can go forward in the
thought process of Dr. BR
Ambedkar and Dr. P.Ranjan
Babu.

         K. Sudheer, ACO.

Respected Director
Dr.P.Ranjan Babu, CARDS
Sir,
   I,Duggi Moses, have been
working as Aco in Ghanapur,
palakurthi mandal Since last
year. In the three days meeting
at Phirangipuram, I have learnt
so many new things. you are
striving hard for the sake of
Dalit’s in this society and for

A.C.O.'s OpinionsRespeced Director, CARDS

Sir,

     In the meeting conducted

on July 11,12,13, the changes

to be undertaken in Balabata

were explained in detail.  We

were told that  we should

establish Balabatas in evely

village and join more number

of studnets in Residential

schools.  The yearly calender

was also explained in detail.

Baburao, DD explained well

how to go more reports for the

next year.  Hrudayaraju, DD,

spoke on so many occasions

last meeting  things.  Amarnath,

DD is the highlight for the

whole meeting.  Finally,

Respected Dr. Swarna Latha

Devi  compared Balabata with

the bible matters.

 N. Chandraiah, DCO.

             Kareem nagar (Dist)

Respected Dr. P.Ranjan Babu,

Director, CARDS from

M.Srinivasa Rao. DCO,

Balabata, Vemuru (Division)

Sir,

      I attended Balabata annual

meetings for two days at

Deenapur.  In the two days

meeting, I have learned many

suggestions and advice to

develop Balabata successfully

during the 2015-16 academic

year.  As part of social service

programme, I assure you that I

will strive hard for the dalit

society around us and for the

development of dalits'

education and economic system

and  as part of vision 2020 I

shall mould every dalit boy and

girl as educated and conduct

women conferences in every

village.  In order to make them

educated they must be given

awareness in the teachings of

Dr. Ambedkar and Dr. P.Ranjan

Babu.

         M. Srinivasa Rao, DCO.

           Vemuru, Guntur (Dist)

their development. I have
learnt your aim that all the
Dalits in all the villages should
be      educated and march
forward in  the bright path of
Dr.B.R.Ambedkar. So, I
assure you that in    order to
take Balabata forward I shall do
my   effort and service.

Duggi Moses, A.C.O.

Respected Dr.P.Ranjan Babu,
Director, CARDS. Sir,

I am Conducting my
responsibilities as an ACO in
Rebbanapalli, (village),
Dondepalli (Mandal), Adilabad
(Dist), Telangana (State).  I
Participated in the three  days
training camp. Amarnath, D.D
and Hrudayaraj, D.D told us
how to take forward Balabata
Programmes in 2015-2016. In
2015 I gained 150 seats in
Residential school . In the days
to come also I wish to
perform this programme in
the happiest way. we elect
Do’s newly for this year. Our
RCO Ravi and myself. will be
much owed to Balabata and
wish to take forward these
service programmes.
            B.Pavan kumar, ACO,

         Adilabad (Dist).



Respected Dr. P.Ranjan Babu.
Director, CARDS
Sir,
     In Phirangiruram and
Deenapur colleges, the Bala
bata meeting was started on
the first with prayer song and
drill on jully 11,12,13. In this
meeting RCOs, ACOs,  and
DCOs of various regions
participated along with D.D
Sir’s.
1) Balabata monthly wise
reports and 2015.
Residential Schools.
2) 2015-2016 Calender and
seeing that meeting is
conducted every month.
3) Reports of every month,
mothers’s reports, Head
masters’ reports, DO’s
reports should be brought.
4) comparing with the
progress of  last year,     better
results should be achived in
2016.
5) should do his best  for Bala
bata  aims and social services.
         Y. Guravaiah, ACO

     Donakonda (Mandal)

Respected Dr.P.Ranjan Babu,
my respectful    greetings,

I, Roja Rani, am
working as ACO in Raju
palem (Mandal), Guntur
(Dist). In these  three days
meeting I have learnt so

11         12

many things which are   unknown

to me. We were told how should

RCO’s, ACO’s and DO’s Work

and the uses of Bala bata in the

villages. Madam Swarnalatha

Devi told us about gospel.  We

were asked to inform the people

in villages about greenness and

Cleanness. We were also told that

higher  education should be

given to dalit and weaker

sections. Through Balabata

education is being provided to

the poor students. I liked the

training of these three days very

much.

E. Roja Rani. ACO
       Raju palem (Mandal)

Respected Dr.P.Ranjanbabu,

My respectful   greetings.

       I, Alekhya, am working as

ACO in Komatinenivari palem,

Chilakaluripet (Mandal). I

attended the three days camp and

learned so many things which

are  hither to unknown to me. On

the first day D.D. Hrudayaraju sir

clearly   detailed us how to work

in Balabata as ACO and how to

spend time to Balabata.On the

second day Dr. M.Swarnalatha

madam told us that we should

extend our efforts to Bala bata

with out any disgust. On the

third day D.D. Babu rao sir told

us that the work we do should

not only be useful to us but also

for others. D.D. Amarnadh sir

asked us to go to the far

corners where people do not

know        anything about

education and Balabata and

make  them understand the

importance of education.

Hrudayaraju sir greatly gave a

detailed account how to bring

the 10 reports and how to use

them.

              J.Alekhya, ACO

 Chilakaluripet (Mandal)

Respected Dr. P.Ranjan Babu,

Sir,

In the meetings

conducted from 11-07-2015 to

13-07-2015 D.D.Sirsinformed

us somany things about the

social      service conducted

through balabata.

Dr.  Swarnalatha madam told

us about good  Wheat.  Every

speaker asked every Do to

Director to go to the places

where no social  service were

not provided to the poor so far

and work there.Every

Rco,ACO and DCO should

work   according to the aims

and aspirations of

Dr.B.R.Ambedkar. Every one

Should whole heartedly work

to fulfil the aims of

Dr.P.Ranjan Babu.

      V. Obulesu, ACO.

Respected Dr.P.Ranjan babu.

from Nageswara rao,  Aco

Sir, on july 11 to 13,

Phirangipuram, Deenapur

Colleges review meeting for

RCOs, DCos and ACOs. I

liked the Balabata Programme

very much. I strive my best to

extend highereducation to the

far corner region and I shall

join S.C and ST Boys and girls

in         Residential Schools in

2015-2016.

  N.Nageswara rao, ACO
      Donakonda (Village)
   Antharveede (Mandal)

             Prakasam (Dist)
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Respected Dr.P.Ranjan Babu

Director, CARDS.

from Vinay kumar, ACO

Sir,  Iam working as ACO in

Pullala cheruvu, Yarragonda

palem mandals.

 I made 300 students apply for

Residential schools and

Kasthuribai and   model schools.

250 among them got seats.

During 2014-15 I made 400

students apply for     Residential

schools, Kasthuribhai and

Model schools and 300 among

them got seats. In 2016 I shall

see that 500     Students apply. I

Shall strive hard to see that most

of the dalit students get seats. I

feel extremely happy for

working in the CARDS

organisation. In CARDS

Organisation         Greenness,

Cleanness, Growing kitchen

gardens are very good. DD sirs

are    sending Vegetable seeds

to RCOs, ACOs, DCos and Dos

to be distributed  the People in

the Villages. My Heartful thanks

to DD sirs and CARDS

Organisation for taking up such

good Programmes.

    M.Vinay kumar, ACO

                     Yanagondapalem.

Respected Dr.P.Ranjan Babu.

Director,CARDS.

Sir,  I am working as ACO in

Karasanipalli (Village)

Uppunuthala (Mandal) On

seeing Bala bata Programme

in CARDS Organisation, I

came to know about the works

done by balabata. I have

become an ACO after

deciding why I too should

work for the sake of my dalit

people. Balabata is very

helpful for many SC,ST and

dalit children in our mandal.

Balabata is a boon to the Poor

People. I teach the children

Sports, Songs, education

morries-dance, dances drums

and many things how to teach

the   children. I shall extend my

effort and cooperation for the

balabata children to gain

entrance into Resdential

Schools. During 2014-15

I applied for 50 seats but only

25 seats were gained. I

inform you that during

2015-2016 I shall apply for

350 seats.

 V.Sree ramulu, ACO

       Karasanipalli (Village)

        Uppunuthala (Mandal)

with education.  Maths and

English the subjects which the

students cannot understand.

Children in our village are

learning. Cleanliness and

discipline. My thanks to the

Director, CARDS for

establishing the organisation

and providing  opportunity for

so many poor dalit  students to

study.

           K.Karuna, D.O.

Respected Dr.P.Ranjan Babu,

Director, CARDS.

    Sir,    I, G.Venkatarathnam,

am working as D.O in

Nagulavancha. There are 40

Children in Balabata. They

come to Balabata everyday. I

feel very happy for working  in

Balabata. Children in Balabata

are studying dedicatedly. They

are also getting good marks.

After joining as D.O, I have

learnt so many things. I like

these Balabata programmes. In

today’s meeting DD Rangarao

sir and RCO K.Babu rao Sir

taught us songs and drill.

      G.Venkata Rathnam, D.O.

                  Nagulavancha.

Respected  Dr.P.Ranjan Babu,

with regards I feel very happy

to conduct Balabata

programme.  All the    children

behaving with      discipline.

Along with  Cleanness, they

are aequiring good behaviour.

Our parents are co operating

with us. Our ACO sir is giving

us good suggestions. My

thanks to you for establishing

this programme.

        D.Manohar D.O.

Respected Dr.P.Ranjan babu.

Director, CARDS

I conduct Balabata

programme in our village

every day evening from 7 to

8’o clock. All the     Children

are attending regularly. I start

with Oath and make them do

their homework.  I learn them

sports and       stories. I wish

that the effort you are

putting should flourish.

           Sai kumar,D.O.

Respected Dr.P.Ranjan Babu

with   regards,

I Conduct Balabata

every day. I am training them

in sports, songs, drill along

D.O’s opinions
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to work in Bala bata. The

children in Bala bata are

studying with attention. They

are also getting good marks.

After joining as D O I have

learnt so many new things.

I liked all the programmes in

Bala bata. In today meeting DD

Rangarao sir and RCO Baburao

sir made us learn songs and

Drill. I pray to lord Jesus to give

you good health.

  V. Manju, D.O.

Respected Dr. P. Ranjan Babu,

Director. CARDS

          I regularly conduct Bala

bata. So many children are

attending Bala bata. I am

teaching the children with

sports and songs. The parents

are also sending their children

with discipline. Children are

trying to clear their doubts by

asking me. I felt very happy at

their behavior of trying to learn

what they do not know. I try my

best to see that all the children

study well.

    G. Roja, D.O.

Respected Dr.P.Ranjan Babu.

With regards.

Sir,

I have been working as

D.O for six months. I feel

extremely happy to work as

D.O in this organisation. For us

who came to the training sports

and songs were taught, for it we

are happy. After coming over

here we have learnt how to

teach Balabata Children. I liked

the morries-dance, stick fight,

and timbrel. we have learned

much things. With this training

we are      making the Bala Bata

children learn sports and song.

Children  also are coming to the

classes   happily. Children and

myself express an       gratitude

for giving us this    opportunity.

         P. Sai Sree. D.O.

Respected Dr.P.Ranjan Babu,

with regards.

Sir, I, V. Manju, am

working as D O in Jagannadha

Puram. There are 40 children

in my Bala Bata. They come to

Bala bata regularly. I feel happy

Ponnur Town (Telugu News Paper) EX. M.L.A, Sri T. Venkaiah

said that if everyone study with discipline, it is easy to reach

high Peaks. The felicitation function of Kocherla Vijay Kumar

who got a seat in the IIIT, Nuziveadu, was conducted in sri.

T. Venkaiah residence on Sunday. The function was organized by

CARDS  BALA BATA and was presided over by Challapalli Vijay

Kumar. Speaking on the Occasion, Sri Vevkaiah EX. MLA  said

Education makes man reach high peaks Ponnur Town:

that it is a cause of pride that

Vijay Kumar who was born in a

poor Dalit family and who

studied 10th class in

Government school Sri Rama

High school got a seat in IIIT

with highest marks. Only

education can makes man reach

high peaks. In The Felicitation on

function Kocherla. Vijay Kumar who got seat in IIIT was garlanded

by Dr. T. Venkaiah, Dr. T. Janaki Devi, Dr. N. Rutu Rani and others.

In this felicitation functions CARDS Balabata DD Talluri

Amarnadh, Bodduluri Rangarao, Athota Ratna Raju, Thatta Bulliah,

Gussa Abraham, Gargineni Venkateswara Rao, Parasuramaiah and

others Participated.

DOUI Convocation Inagural Dance On 13th July 2015

Dr. T.Venkaiah, Ex MLA felicitating

 student VijayaKumar and Others.


